
 

 

Creating a Sourdough Starter 
 
There are a few necessary tools for baking your first loaf of bread. This might look like a 
long list but many of these things you probably already have in your kitchen… 
 

 
 
 
Rye Flour 
 
Using whole grain (“dark”) rye flour helps speed up the process. Rye flour is teeming with 
extra nutrients that help kickstart the entire process. If you don’t have rye flour, a good 
quality organic whole wheat will also work well. 
 
White bread flour 
 
Using “bread flour” is important as it has a higher protein percentage compared to plain 
flour. This will help give your bread strength and generally makes things a bit easier when 
you are just beginning. 
 
Two 3/4 litre glass jars 
 
After you put your starter mixture in the jar, you will keep the jar lightly covered during the 
rest of the process. Either a porous cloth, cling film or a lid resting on top of the jar will 
work well. Use a container with enough headspace for the mixture to rise. Additionally, 
place your jar in a bowl while it’s resting in case the mixture spills over. 
 
 
Digital Scales 
 
Accuracy when measuring the amount of flour needed for each starter refreshment is very 
important.  Measuring flour by volume is inherently imprecise as the amount of flour 
packed into a measuring cup can vary. Further, it’s a good idea to get used to using scales 
for weighing ingredients as this will improve your baking consistency. 
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Day 1 
 
In the morning, place a clean, empty jar on the scale and set it to zero. To that jar, add 100 
grams whole grain rye flour and 125 grams water and mix until all dry bits are 
incorporated. Cover with clingfilm or loose lid. Keep this in a warm place, 26°C to 29°C is 
ideal, and if it’s cool in your kitchen, warm the water to 26°C before mixing. Let the mixture 
rest out of direct sunlight for 24 hours. 
 
Day 2 
 
You may or may not already see some fermentation activity. This potential initial surge of 
activity is typical and should subside around day three. At this point the starter is not yet 
ready to bake with, this initial surge, while encouraging, will typically disappear by the third 
or fourth day. Stick to the schedule, and it will come back! 
 
Place a second, empty jar on the scales and set to zero—scoop in 75 grams of the mixture 
that has been resting for 24 hours, discarding the rest. Next, add 50 grams rye flour, 50 
grams of white bread flour, and 115 grams water — again, if it’s cold, warm the water to 
26°C. 
 
Mix well until all dry bits are incorporated, cover, and place in the same warm spot for 24 
hours, until day three. Discard the rest of the mixture in the first jar and clean it in 
preparation for the next day. 
 
Day 3 
 
In the morning, you may start to see more activity, or you may see none. 
 
Regardless of what signs your mixture is presenting, don’t fret, stick to the schedule. 
Remember, if it’s cold in your kitchen warm your water to 26°C to help speed things along. 
 
Place a new, clean jar on the scale and set to zero. Scoop in 75 grams of the mixture that 
rested overnight and add 50 grams rye flour, 50 grams of white bread flour, and 115 grams 
water. Stir until well incorporated. Cover the jar and let rest 24 hours until day four. 
Discard the rest of the mixture in the first jar and clean it in preparation for the next day. 
 
Day 4 
 
This day is the first day of the process with two refreshments in a single day: one in the 
morning, and one approximately 12 hours later. 
 
In the morning, you should start to see (more) signs of fermentation activity if you haven’t 
already. There will be bubbles scattered on the sides and top, and the level of the mixture 
might have risen and fallen a little (evidenced by streaks on the sides of the jar). 
Refresh in the same way as on day three. Place a clean jar on the scale and set to zero. 
Scoop in 75 grams of the mixture from the jar that fermented overnight, add 50 grams rye 
flour, 50 grams of white bread flour, and 115 grams water. Mix thoroughly, cover, and let 
rest for 12 hours. 
Discard the rest of the mixture in the first jar. From here on, simply use the same jar each 
day (no need to switch to a clean jar) and discard the contents down and add fresh flour 
and water as instructed. 



 

 

After this 12-hour rest, discard down the contents to 75 grams and refresh again with the 
same ratio of ingredients. Let the new mixture rest overnight. 
 
Day 5 and 6 
 
For days five and six, continue to discard down the contents of the jar and then refresh 
with the same ratio of ingredients as day four, twice a day, as fermentation activity 
increases more and more. Keep using the same jar for these refreshments. 
 
In the morning on day seven, discard what’s in the jar down to 50 grams of the mixture. To 
this, add 50 grams rye flour, 50 grams  white bread flour, and 100 grams water. Mix 
thoroughly, cover, and let rest for 12 hours. In the evening (after about 12 hours), discard 
the jar contents down to 50g, add the same ratio of ingredients as earlier in the day, and 
let rest overnight. 
At this point, you should see the height of your starter rise and fall in the jar predictably 
each day. This periodic behaviour is a good indicator that it is strong enough to use for 
your first loaf of bread. If your starter is still struggling to show activity, keep refreshing with 
the same ratio of ingredients for another day, or several more, until things pick up. This 
process can sometimes take longer, depending on the flour used and the environment 
(especially if it’s cool in your kitchen). Be patient and stick to the schedule! 
 
The starter will continue to develop flavour and strength over the next week and into the 
future. With an active starter, you can now use a portion of it when “mature” (when it’s 
risen to maximal height) to make a leaven for any recipe. 
 
 
 
 
 


